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ABSTRACT: Substitution of exocyclic oxygen with sulfur was shown to substantially influence
the properties of RNA/DNA bases, which are crucial for prebiotic chemistry and photodynamic
therapies. Upon UV irradiation, thionucleobases were shown to efficiently populate triplet
excited states and can be involved in characteristic photochemistry or generation of singlet
oxygen. Here, we show that the photochemistry of a thionucleobase can be considerably
modified in a nucleoside, that is, by the presence of ribose. Our transient absorption
spectroscopy experiments demonstrate that thiocytosine exhibits 5 times longer excited-state
lifetime and different excited-state absorption features than thiocytidine. On the basis of accurate
quantum chemical simulations, we assign these differences to the dominant population of a
shorter-lived triplet nπ* state in the nucleoside and longer-lived triplet ππ* states in the
nucleobase. This explains the distinctive photoanomerziation of thiocytidine and indicates that
the nucleoside will be a less efficient phototherapeutic agent with regard to singlet oxygen
generation.

Structural and functional aspects of the chemistry of DNA
and RNA can be greatly altered by the introduction of

chemically modified nucleobases. Consequently, sulfur- and
bromine-substituted nucleobases have been considered in the
development of photodynamic therapies,1−4 isoguanine and
isocytosine have been employed for encoding a nonstandard
amino acid,5 and 2-aminopurine and thienonucleobases have
been applied in structural studies as fluorescent probes.6−8

Nucleosides containing nonbiological hypoxanthine and 2-
thiopyrimidine bases were also suggested as important side
products or intermediates in prebiotically plausible syntheses
of canonical RNA and DNA building blocks.9−11 For instance,
α-2-thiocytidine is considered as the key intermediate, which
upon UV irradiation and hydrolysis yields biologically relevant
pyrimidine ribonucleotides.10 2-Thiouridine and inosine were
shown to enhance the rate and fidelity of nonenzymatic RNA
template copying.12,13 Finally, other modifications of the
purine ring, such as 2,6-diaminopurine and 8-oxoguanine,
could promote an abiotic variant of photoinduced repair of the
most frequent DNA photodamages, that is, cyclobutane
pyrimidine dimers.14−16

Among possible structural modifications, nucleobases
containing a thiocarbonyl group have attracted particular
interest because of their distinctive photochemical proper-
ties.17−28 First, substitution of carbonyl with thiocarbonyl
groups results in a significant red-shift of the UV−vis spectrum
of the nucleobase.18,23 Furthermore, excited singlet states of
thiocarbonyl compounds exhibit very high spin−orbit
couplings with the triplet manifold of electronic states, leading
to near unity triplet quantum yields.29−31 This has been

demonstrated for thiocytosine, thioguanine, and different
thionated uracil bases and was suggested as the key source
of their rich photoreactivity.26,32,33

Thionation in different positions of the heteroaromatic ring
may stabilize different types of low-lying triplet electronic
states, resulting in different photochemical properties. In
particular, if the lowest energy T1 minimum is dominated by
the 3ππring* molecular orbital character, the thionucleobase
undergoes aromatic ring puckering upon intersystem crossing
and could be involved in destructive photochemistry or
generation of singlet oxygen, that is, the key active agent in
photodynamic therapies.21,34 This is caused by long excited-
state lifetimes of 3ππring* , which enable the excited thionucleo-
base to form a complex with an oxygen molecule and transfer
its excitation energy. In contrast, stabilization of the 3ππCS*
character on the T1 hypersurface results in CS bond tilting
and stretching, followed by more efficient photodeactivation to
the closed shell ground state or sulfur loss.11,21 Therefore,
previous works indicated that the relative stability of these two
different T1 minima of UV-excited thionucleobases affects the
overall photoreactivity and photoproduct ratios, including
singlet oxygen yields.11,21 However, a recent UV-assisted
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prebiotic synthesis of pyrimidine nucleosides demonstrated
that 2-thiocyditine undergoes photoinduced flipping of the
nucleobase between α and β orientations (photoanomeriza-
tion), which cannot be promoted by any of these 3ππ*
states.10,35 Intriguingly, the triplet 3ππring* state was determined
to be the key contributor to the photorelaxation of the 2-
thiocytosine (nucleobase) by nonadiabatic dynamics simu-
lations in the gas phase, aqueous phase transient absorption
spectroscopy in the UV region (UV-TAS), and static excited-
state QM calculations with explicit water molecules.26,32

In recent years, numerous efforts aimed to scrutinize the
excited-state dynamics of different thionated nucleobases in
both theoretical and experimental terms.17−27 Apart from
providing the mechanistic rationale for the photoreactivity,
these studies have been intended to support modification of
these chromophores and optimization of their properties.
Here, we demonstrate that consideration of the nearest
molecular environment of thionucleobases is essential to
obtain a full picture of their photochemical properties. We
focus on 2-thiocytosine (thioC) and the α- and β-anomers of
its nucleoside (thioCyd) to prove that the presence of sugar
may support population of different low-lying triplet states
than in the nucleobase. In particular, partial population of the
3nSπ* leads to unique photochemical properties and photo-
products. We track the characteristic spectral features of these
states by means of time-resolved transient absorption spec-
troscopy (TAS) experiments performed in aqueous solution
and quantum chemistry calculations.
We optimized the ground-state geometries of thioC and β-

thioCyd at the MP2/cc-pVTZ,36,37 and the corresponding
structures are presented in Figure 1. Here, we focused on the

C2′-endo conformer of β-thioCyd which together with the
C3′-endo form were experimentally found to be the most
stable conformers of the canonical nucleoside cytidine.38 In
particular, our ground-state geometry optimizations suggest
that the C2′-endo conformer is the most stable structural
arrangement of ribose in β-thioCyd. It is worth noting the near
proximity of the C1′−H atom in the sugar to the sulfur atom
of the nucleobase, as marked in Figure 1. The distance between
these two atoms was suggested as the key contributor to the
reaction coordinate of the photoanomerization of thioCyd and
amounts to merely 2.36 Å.10

We next calculated vertical excitation energies of thioC and
thioCyd using the ADC(2) method,39,40 which may be
regarded as the MP2 equivalent for excited states and was
shown to accurately reproduce excited-state energies and
potential energy surfaces for nucleobases.41,42 According to our
ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ calculations, both thioC and β-thioCyd are
characterized by very similar vertical excitation energies of the
four lowest singlet excited states, with the lowest three states

being red-shifted by ∼0.1 eV in the nucleoside when compared
to the nucleobase (see Table 1). The vertical excitation energy
of the optically bright S4(ππCS* ) amounts to ∼4.40 eV and is
virtually identical in thioC and both anomeric forms of
thioCyd.

In addition to calculations for isolated thioC and thioCyd,
we also estimated the solvatochromic shifts of the vertical
excitation energies assuming the COSMO implicit solvent
model43,44 of bulk water. These results are presented in Table
1 in parentheses and show that the three lowest excited singlet
states of thioC are blue-shifted with respect to the
corresponding gas phase values by more than 0.5 eV.23 This
is the result of very different directions of the electric dipole
moment vectors (μ) of the S1−S3 states when compared to the
electronic ground state. Weaker solvatochromic shifts of the
vertical excitations of β-thioCyd likely originate from the fact
that part of the chromophore is shielded by the sugar moiety.
The optically bright S4(ππCS* ) state is only mildly affected by
polar solvent with a hypsochromic shift below 0.2 eV. The μ
vector of the S4 state has a similar direction to the ground-state
μ vector, albeit with lower magnitude, which results in better
energetic stabilization of the electronic ground state and mild
blue-shift of the S4 excitation energy. In the following
paragraphs, we will describe our time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy experiments performed with the
pump wavelength of 308 nm, which was selected to match
similar experiments performed by Mai et al. for thioC.26

Therefore, we expect that both the bright S4 and S2 states
could be responsible for the absorption of UV light by the
studied compounds in our experimental setup.
It is important to emphasize that the vertical excitation

energy of the lowest energy triplet ππCS* state of the nucleobase
is practically unaffected by sugar substitution (see Table S1).
In contrast, the excitation energy of the lowest energy triplet
nSπ* state is red-shifted by ∼0.1 eV in the case of the
nucleosides, which indicates that this electronic state might
play an important role in the excited-state dynamics of α- and
β-thioCyd.
The stabilization of triplet nSπ* state in thioCyd is also

evident from the optimized T1 minimum-energy geometries.
Our ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ geometry optimizations indicate that
the T1 minimum of thioC can be described as having a mixed
nSπ* + ππring* excitation character with nearly equal

Figure 1. Ground-state geometries of thioC and β-thioCyd.

Table 1. Vertical Excitation Energies of ThioC and β-
ThioCyd Calculated by Using the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ
Method Based on S0 Minimum-Energy Geometries
Optimized with the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ Methoda

state transition Eexc [eV] fosc λ [nm]

thioC
S1 nSπ* 3.43 (3.93) 2.43 × 10−5 361.5 (315.5)
S2 ππring* 3.72 (4.25) 3.57 × 10−2 324.6 (291.7)
S3 nSπ* 3.83 (4.59) 3.66 × 10−5 323.7 (270.1)
S4 ππCS* 4.41 (4.57) 4.36 × 10−1 281.1 (271.3)

β-thioCyd
S1 nSπ* 3.27 (3.65) 8.39 × 10−4 379.2 (339.7)
S2 ππring* 3.62 (4.04) 3.22 × 10−2 342.5 (306.9)
S3 nSπ* 3.72 (4.33) 1.66 × 10−2 333.3 (286.3)
S4 ππCS* 4.38 (4.47) 3.21 × 10−1 283.1 (277.4)

aValues in parentheses were calculated assuming the COSMO
solvation model of bulk water in the nonequilibrium limit.
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contributions of both electronic configurations. A similar
interpretation was reported by Mai et al. based on MRCIS
calculations.26 To validate this observation, we also optimized
the T1 minimum of thioC at the XMS-CASPT2 level,45,46

which yielded a ring-puckered structure nearly completely
defined by the 3ππring* state. Therefore, all aforementioned
quantum chemical approaches consistently show that the T1
minimum of thioC is characterized by substantial contribution
from the 3ππring* configuration. In contrast, the molecular
orbital character of the lowest energy T1 minima of α- and β-
thioCyd is dominated by the 3nSπ* configuration, which is
confirmed by both ADC(2) and XMS-CASPT2 methods. Both
approaches also consistently showed that the corresponding T1
minimum-energy geometries of thioCyd are characterized by
elongation of the CS bond from 1.65 to ∼1.75 Å and slight
pyramidalization of the C6 atom in the chromophore moiety
(see Figures 1 and 2 for comparison). This indicates that the

diradical structure of the 3nSπ* state is largely located on the S
and C6 atoms. Considering slight shortening of the C1′−H··· S
distance in β-thioCyd by 0.06 Å, these structural changes
occurring in the 3nSπ* state are strongly indicative of the
possibility of C1′−H atom abstraction by the thiocarbonyl
group. This photochemical process was previously suggested as
the initial step in the photoanomerization of thioCyd.10

In addition to ground- and excited-state geometry
optimizations in the gas phase, we also considered thioC and
thioCyd microsolvated with four and three water molecules,
respectively. This approach allowed us to reproduce the
interaction of the chromophores with the nearest surroundings
treated at the same level of theory. As can be seen in Figure 2
(panels a and b), microsolvation stabilizes the 3ππring* molecular
orbital character in the T1 minimum of thioC, which is also
reflected by somewhat shorter CS bond than in the case of
the mixed 3ππring* + 3nSπ* configuration. Nevertheless, β-
thioCyd retained the nearly pure 3nSπ* molecular orbital
character of its T1 minimum upon microsolvation, which

underscores the importance of this excitation for the
photochemistry of the nucleoside.
We performed time-resolved transient absorption spectros-

copy experiments in the visible probe range at an excitation
wavelength of 308 nm to validate the computational prediction
of 3nSπ* being the dominant configuration of the T1 state of
thioCyd. The spectra collected during the first 20 ps after the
photoexcitation of thioC and β-thioCyd at 308 nm are
presented in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. It becomes
immediately apparent that both studied molecules exhibit long-
lived spectral features that could be attributed to the
population of triplet states. In particular, both thioC and β-
thioCyd possess a strong excited-state absorption (ESA) band
with maxima around ∼511 and ∼516 nm, respectively, which
were previously assigned to the absorption from the 3ππring*
state in the UV-excited nucleobase. For both molecules, the
lifetimes of the excited-state absorption band are on the order
of several nanoseconds. More importantly, β-thioCyd exhibits
a comparably strong absorption feature between 350 and 400
nm, which is indicative of two partially overlapping bands
present at time delays below 10 ps. The maximum of the major
band is at 372 nm with a minor shoulder band at 392 nm. The
minor band at 392 nm vanishes after 20 ps, whereas the major
band exhibits a lifetime of around 1.6 ± 0.1 ns. In comparison,
thioC is characterized by a single excited-state absorption band
at 345 nm with a longer lifetime of 7.4 ± 0.6 ns. The time-
resolved transient absorption spectroscopy data for α-thioCyd
show analogous spectral features to β-thioCyd and can be
viewed in the Supporting Information alongside a detailed
description of experimental procedures.
To assign the absorption bands from the time-resolved

transient absorption spectroscopy experiments, we simulated
excited-state absorption spectra for the key excited-state
minima using the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ method and the
independent mode displaced harmonic osci l lator
(IMDHO)47,48 to explicitly account for the effect of vibrational
motion on the band shapes (see Figure 3c,d). Consideration of
microsolvated structures and the COSMO implicit solvent
model allowed us accurately reproduce specific solvation
effects on the width and position of the bands.49 According to
these results, the broad and long-lived excited-state absorption
bands recorded for thioC and β-thioCyd at around 520 nm
correspond to the population of the 3ππring* state. This diabatic
state dominates the molecular orbital character of the T1
minimum of thioC, which explains why this spectral feature
dominates the transient absorption spectrum of thioC at longer
time delays. The assignment of the 3ππring* state is also
consistent with excited-state geometry optimizations of thioC.
Owing to the inversion of energy levels in thioCyd, the 3ππring*
character can be assigned to the T2 minimum of the nucleoside
(see the red spectrum in Figure 3d). Consequently, our time-
resolved transient absorption spectroscopy experiments for α-
and β-thioCyd recorded excited-state absorption features of
both the T2 and T1 states, the latter being dominated by the
3nSπ* configuration. The simulated excited-state absorption
maximum of the T1(

3nSπ*) is located at 354 nm and is in good
agreement with the long-lived band recorded in our time-
resolved transient absorption spectroscopy experiments at 372
nm. It is worth noting that the S1(nSπ*) state of β-thioCyd is
characterized by virtually identical excited-state absorption
spectrum, with the absorption maximum at slightly longer
wavelength, i.e., 370 nm, as according to our simulations. We
assign this band to the aforementioned maximum recorded in

Figure 2. T1 minimum-energy geometries of thioC (panels a and b)
and β-thioCyd (panels c and d) optimized in the gas phase and
assuming microsolvation using the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ method (see
the section Microhydrated structures in the Supporting Information
for more details).
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our time-resolved transient absorption spectroscopy experi-
ments at 392 nm. Therefore, the broader bimodal transient
absorption feature visible between 350 and 400 nm during the

initial 10 ps is likely the result of the simultaneous population
of the S1 and T1 states in β-thioCyd. The assignment of the
absorption maximum at 392 nm to the S1(nSπ*) excitation is

Figure 3. Transient VIS absorption difference spectra of (a) thioC and (b) β-thioCyd following excitation at 308 nm. (c, d) Simulated excited-state
absorption (ESA) spectra from specific excited-state (singlet and triplet) minima.

Figure 4. Excited-state potential energy surfaces calculated for thioC and β-thioCyd at the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ level of theory.
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also supported by the fact that this feature vanishes in β-
thioCyd within the initial 20 ps of the excited-state dynamics.
This suggests that at time delays beyond 20 ps we
predominantly observe population of the triplet 3nSπ* and
3πSπ* states for the nucleoside.
Because we were unable to locate the minimum associated

with the 3nSπ* state in thioC, we anticipate that this state is
unlikely to be populated in the nucleobase. While our
simulations of excited-state absorption spectra do not indicate
any clear absorption features for the S1(nSπ*) of thioC, the
minor transient absorption band at 345 nm might originate
from partial population of another T1(

3ππCS* ) minimum with
the CS bond elongated and tilted out of the plane of the
aromatic ring (S-oop in Figure 3c). Therefore, in contrast to
the nucleoside, thioC base exhibits typical equilibrium between
the ring-puckered and S out-of-plane (S-oop) T1 minima,
which was also reported for thionated uracil bases.21

To evaluate the excited-state lifetimes of the nucleobase and
nucleoside in a more accurate manner, we performed global
fitting of excited-state decays in our time-resolved transient
absorption spectroscopy experiments within the entire range of
our visible probe pulse (330−600 nm). This fitting procedure
returned global excited-state lifetimes of 7.1 ± 1.4 ns for thioC
and 1.5 ± 0.2 ns for β-thioCyd, thus confirming the
observations for specific wavelengths discussed above. Most
importantly, thioC exhibits a nearly 5 times longer excited-
state lifetime than its nucleoside, thioCyd. It is noteworthy that
the opposite trend was observed in time-resolved studies of
canonical RNA building blocks, for which pyrimidine
ribonucleosides exhibited several times longer excited-state
lifetimes than their respective nucleobases.50 Here, we assign
this surprising trend to the dominant population of longer-
lived 3ππring* state in thioC. Significant contribution from the
3nSπ* excitation to the lowest-energy triplet state of thioCyd
results in much shorter lifetimes and, consequently, different
photoreactivity. More efficient 3nSπ*⇝ S0 intersystem crossing
is explained below based on excited-state potential energy
surfaces and spin−orbit couplings calculated for thioC and
thioCyd (see Figure 4).
Possible photorelaxation pathways of thioC and β-thioCyd

involving all of the key stationary points and state crossings
computed at the ADC(2)/cc-pVTZ level are presented in
Figure 4. In the case of thioC, the ring-puckered (rp)
T1(

3ππring* ) minimum is lower in energy by merely 0.23 eV
than the S out-of-plane (S-oop) T1(

3ππCS* ) minimum, which
demonstrates that both these minima could be populated after
photoexcitation and explains why the excited-state absorption
feature of the T1(rp) state is dominant. It is worth emphasizing
that the T1 state of thioC can be reached in a practically
barrierless manner from the S1 state via the T2 state. The
calculated spin−orbit coupling (SOC) between the S1 and T2
states amounts to 163 cm−1 in the associated minimum-energy
crossing point (MECP), which collectively indicates that this
intersystem crossing should be relatively fast. Even though the
energy barrier from the S1 minimum of thioCyd to the T2 state
amounts to 0.34 eV, the population of triplet states in the
nucleoside should still be very efficient, which is also reflected
by high SOC value for the S1 and T2 states of 156 cm

−1. In fact,
this modest barrier explains why part of the excited-state
population of β-thioCyd is trapped for the initial ∼10 ps in the
S1(nSπ*) minimum. Furthermore, the S1, T2, and T1 minima of
β-thioCyd are separated from one another by <0.3 eV (<0.1 eV
at XMS-CASPT2 level; see the Supporting Information),

which is also consistent with the presence of transient
absorption bands for all of these states in our experiments
(Figure 3b,d). Finally, we expect relatively efficient depopu-
lation of triplet states to the electronic ground state,
considering sizable SOC between the T1 and S0 states in the
associated minimum-energy crossing points of thioC and β-
thioCyd. In fact, the calculated SOC value is 17 cm−1 higher
for the nucleoside. It is worth adding that the ΔE between the
T1/S0 state crossings and the corresponding T1 minima may
exceed 0.9 eV for thioC and 0.6 eV for β-thioCyd (see the
XMS-CASPT2 results in the Supporting Information which
more accurately describe state crossings with the S0 state). A
lower energy barrier and a higher SOC value determined for
the photorelaxation from the T1 state of thioCyd further
corroborate our observation of much shorter excited-state
lifetime in the nucleoside resulting from the population of the
3nSπ* state.
Similar enhancement of the photorelaxation rate of the T1

state was reported for 2-thiothymidine, a nucleoside of a
related thiopyrimidine base.24 Bai and Barbatti22 assigned this
observation to the repulsion interaction between the sulfur
atom and the sugar moiety, leading to lower energy barriers
associated with the photorelaxation from the T1(

3ππCS* ) state.
Therefore, our computational and experimental results
obtained for thioC and β-thioCyd allowed us to characterize
the additional electronic factor that could affect the excited-
state dynamics and lifetimes of specific thionucleosides.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that ribose may have a

far-reaching effect on the photoreactivity of the nucleobase
chromophore in thionated nucleosides. Our quantum chemical
calculations and time-resolved transient absorption spectros-
copy (TAS) measurements consistently show that the thioC
nucleobase and its nucleoside thioCyd both undergo efficient
intersystem crossing to triplet states upon photoexcitation,
albeit of very different excitation character. After initial excited-
state relaxation, thioC predominantly populates the T1(

3ππring* )
minimum of lightly ring-puckered geometry, which was
previously shown to facilitate the generation of singlet oxygen,
which is the key reactive species in photodynamic therapies. In
contrast, both α- and β-anomers of thioCyd exhibit strong
transient absorption features characteristic of singlet and triplet
nSπ* states. Both singlet and triplet nSπ* states are responsible
for the photoanomerization of thioCyd, that is, photochemical
interconversion between the α- and β-forms.10 The 5 times
shorter excited-state lifetime recorded for β-thioCyd when
compared to thioC is another intriguing consequence of the
population of nSπ* states. First of all, it will suppress singlet-
oxygen generation by the nucleoside, since this process
requires triplet photorelexation to occur on comparable or
longer time scales to diffusion. This result is also unintuitive,
considering that the opposite trend was observed for canonical
RNA building blocks; specifically, nucleobases exhibit shorter
excited-state lifetimes than nucleosides.50 Most importantly,
this work underscores that the consideration of the closest
molecular environment of the chromophore is crucial for
understanding fundamental photochemical properties, which
can be harnessed in applications such as photodynamic
therapies or photochemical organic synthesis.
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